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Aquatic ecosystems consist of a complex array of fish coloration and patterning that are 
mediated by a balance of predation and sexual selection. Optimal coloration presumably 
increases conspicuousness to conspecific mates while simultaneously reducing conspicuousness 
to heterospecific predators. Therefore, an integrative approach is critical to determine the 
selective forces acting on body coloration within an environment. In the first study, Lucania 
goodei (bluefin killifish), a sexually dimorphic fish species native to freshwater ecosystems in 
Florida, was used as a model to examine the effects of lighting environment on intra- and inter- 
sexual selection (i.e., male competition and female choice). Male L. goodei are polymorphic, 
displaying either red, yellow, or blue anal fins and these color morphs differ in abundance based 
on the lighting environment. Blue color morphs are abundant in tannin-stained, swamp waters 
and scarce in clear, spring waters. Female choice and male dominance assays were used to 
determine the role of lighting environment on sexual behaviors. L. goodei females displayed no 
preference for male anal fin coloration. Whereas, males with blue anal fins were significantly 
more dominant than males with red and yellow anal fins in tannin-stained environments. The 
second study sought to understand the visual system of the major predator of L. goodei, the 
largemouth bass (Micropterus salmoides). The ultimate goal was to predict and test visually 
mediated predation of M. salmoides on L. goodei color morphs in spring and swamp populations. 
This study sought to determine the basic visual properties of M. salmoides and to test a simple 
model of visual perception. M. salmoides possess dichromatic vision with photoreceptor cells 
maximally sensitive at 535 nm and 614.5 nm. Behavioral assays determined that bass are able to 
learn and respond to various colored cues. Bass could be trained to recognize red and green 
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signals and could discern these from achromatic signals that were matched for brightness. 
However, there were colors that humans could readily discern (yellow and blue) that bass could 
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The diversity of animal color patterns in nature is breathtaking, and evolutionary biologists have 
long sought to understand the selective forces creating this variation. The function and 
distribution of animal color patterns is largely determined by responses of other animals to visual 
cues. These responses can vary based on species-specific visual properties and preferences. As 
animals can differ in their visual abilities, the evolutionary dynamics of color patterns and visual 
systems is expected to differ among species. This is further complicated in aquatic habitats, 
where there is great variation in lighting environments which affects perception of visual cues. In 
water, both depth and clarity have dramatic effects on the lighting environment (Johnsen & 
Mobley 2012). The interactions between behavioral response and lighting environment can alter 
the direction of selection and create drastic differences in color patterns between populations. 
The challenge is to determine how animals differentially perceive visual cues in their various 
environments, then relate those visual abilities to preferences and behavioral responses.  
 
I performed two different, yet complementary, studies that examined different aspects of the 
visual ecology of the bluefin killifish-largemouth bass system. In chapter 1, I asked whether 
color and lighting environment play a role in determining the outcome of male/male competition 
and female choice in bluefin killifish. To do this, I performed two types of behavioral assays: one 
where females were paired once with each of the three male color morphs and allowed to mate 
freely (female choice) and one where males were observed competing with one another in the 
presence of a female stimulus (male competition). Both assay types were performed in both clear 
and tannin-stained environments to simulate natural spring and swamp light transmission 
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conditions. In the female choice trials, neither lighting environment nor male anal fin coloration 
affect reproductive success (number of eggs spawned by a female). In the male competition 
trials, male dominance status varied as a function of lighting environment and male anal fin 
color. Specifically, bluefin killifish males with blue anal fins are more likely to be dominant in 
tannin-stained conditions.  
 
In chapter 2, I examined the extent of largemouth bass’s (the major predator of bluefin killifish) 
ability to detect various colors within the visible spectrum. The ultimate, long-term goal is to 
predict and test visually mediated predation on L. goodei. This requires establishing basic 
parameters of bass visual properties and modeling bass visual perception. I determined spectral 
sensitivities of bass photoreceptors and made a simple model that predicted opponency (a 
measure of color perception) and relative brightness. Next, I tested these model predictions using 
behavioral assays by first training bass to recognize a color, then testing their ability to 
differentiate that trained color against a color of similar relative brightness. I found that bass 
could readily distinguish red and green from an array of test colors, but had difficulty 









Table 1: Frequently used terms from the field of visual ecology. Definitions adapted from Cronin 
et al. (2014) and Kemp et al. (2015). 
Term Definition 
achromatic Non-color visual properties. Generally 
described as the brightness (i.e. dark or light) 
of an object 
chromatic Visual properties within the visible spectrum 
(color). These properties include both hue and 
saturation. 
irradiance A measure of the number of photons reaching 
a given surface when receiving light from all 
directions. 
opponency The combination of photoreceptor stimulation 
values to create one signal for neural 
processing. Used to describe how color is 
neuronally processed.  
photon catch The quantity of photons stimulating a 
photoreceptor at given time 
photon Unit of electromagnetic (light) energy 
reflectance A measure of the quantity and value of light 














CHAPTER ONE: WHY SO BLUE? THE EFFECT OF LIGHTING ENVIRONMENT ON 




Visual communication relies on signals that are maximally conspicuous in a given environment. 
However, light availability is often heterogeneous within a species’ range. The best signal in one 
locality isn’t always efficient in another. Despite the fact that lighting environment affects both 
female preferences and competitor perception of male color displays, few studies examine the 
effect of lighting environment on both behaviors in parallel. In this study, bluefin killifish 
(Lucania goodei) were used as a system to test the effects of lighting environment on visual 
communication. Male L. goodei exhibit a striking distribution of color polymorphisms. Males 
with blue anal fins are highly abundant in tannin-stained environments, while males with red and 
yellow fins are more abundant in clear environments. The extent to which male anal coloration 
affects the outcome of male-male competition and the extent to which this varies between 
lighting environments is unknown. Here, we hypothesized that blue morphs are favored for 
sexual selection in tannin-stained environments. Mate choice and male competition assays were 
conducted to determine the effect of lighting environment on sexual behaviors. Blue morphs 
were significantly more dominant than red and yellow morphs in tannin-stained environments 
while all color morphs were equally dominant in clear environments. Female preferences were 
not detected in either clear or tannin-stained treatments. Our results indicate that male dominance 






The lighting environment can create drastic differences in signaling displays between 
populations. Visual signals are used by many species for a variety of communication purposes, 
including species recognition, mate choice, predator avoidance, and prey capture (Endler 1987; 
Milinski & Bakker 1990; Couldridge & Alexander 2002; Cronin et al. 2014; White & Kemp 
2016). The sensory drive hypothesis proposes that the evolution of signaling traits depends on: 
(1) the utility of the signal, (2) the visual physiology of the viewers, and (3) the environment 
under which communication takes place (Endler 1992). To communicate effectively, messages 
must be maximally conspicuous to the intended receiver (Endler & Thery 1996; Endler & Basolo 
1998; Endler et al. 2005; Stuart-Fox, Moussalli & Whiting 2007). This means the signal itself 
must contrast against the visual background. For example, a bird communicating to a potential 
mate in a leafy tree is unlikely to display a green color signal. In fact, male golden-collared 
manakins will remove leaf litter from their courting circles to maximize contrast and limit signal 
variability with the background (Uy & Endler 2004). The difficulty, however, with maximizing 
detection of color signals is the heterogeneous nature of light transmission within habitat ranges. 
The best signal in one locality may not be effective in another.  
 
The conspicuousness of a visual signal is directly affected by variable light transmission within 
the perceiver’s environment, which can subsequently affect selection on that signal (Endler 
1991; Carleton et al. 2005; Fuller & Noa 2010). Individuals must communicate effectively in a 
variety of light conditions ranging from light transmission during dusk versus dawn, and shaded 
versus non-shaded areas (Endler 1993a). Message perception can vary in these conditions by 
making colors appear brighter or darker compared to the contrasting background (Endler 1993a; 
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McNaught & Owens 2002; Leal 2004). Signal communication is further complicated in aquatic 
habitats where light transmission is affected by depth, dissolved organic matter, and turbidity 
(Endler 1993b; Cronin et al. 2014). Understanding how communication is affected by variable 
light environments is essential to determine how selection is acting on signal displays in a 
population.  
 
The various uses and environmental settings under which communication takes place makes it 
difficult to understand how selection acts on signaling displays. Many species utilize signal 
displays for a variety of purposes, meaning a single color display may be undergoing selection 
from multiple sexual pressures (Johnstone 1995; Berglund, Bisazza & Pilastro 1996; Wong & 
Candolin 2005). For example, the common yellowthroat uses a melanin-based face masks for 
dual signals to male competitors and potential female mates (Tarof, Dunn & Whittingham 2005). 
While many studies note how the background environment can affect female choice and 
preference for signals (Seehausen, Alphen & Witte 1997; Schwartz, Buchanan & Gerhardt 2001; 
Boughman 2002; Heuschele et al. 2009; Fuller & Noa 2010), far fewer note how male 
competition is impacted by different light settings. In reality, male competition often plays a 
critical role in female choice, where dominant males have more access to females or obtain better 
territories for females to choose (Wong & Candolin 2005; McGhee, Fuller & Travis 2007). 
Therefore, it is important to examine the effects light environment on both female choice and 
male competition to determine the selective pressures acting on a species’ color display.  
 
In this study, bluefin killifish (Lucania goodei) were used to test how lighting environment can 
affect male competitive behaviors and female preference for color polymorphisms. Bluefin 
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killifish show an intriguing distribution of body color polymorphisms. Males with blue anal fins 
are highly abundant in tannin-stained swamps, but are rare in clear springs. In contrast, males 
with red and yellow anal fins are more abundant in clear spring habitats than in swamps (Fuller 
2002).  
 
Coloration in bluefin killifish is sexually dimorphic. Females are cryptic (sand-colored) with 
transparent fins whereas males display coloration on their pelvic, caudal, dorsal, and anal fins 
(Fig. 1). Among males, anal fin coloration is polymorphic and consists of either red, yellow, or 
blue coloration (Fuller 2002). L. goodei anal fin polymorphisms are presumably a function of 
sexual selection; however, the utility of anal fin color remains unclear. Previous studies 
determined that male aggression towards conspecifics and male courtship frequency are 
correlated with spawning success (Fuller 2001; McGhee et al. 2007). Females preferred red 
males if raised in clear water, and blue males if raised and tested in tannin-stained water, but 
these effects were somewhat small (Fuller & Noa 2010). A study performed using spring animals 
in clear water conditions found no differences in dominance between red and yellow males 
(Johnson & Fuller 2015). Instead, overall brightness (regardless of color morph) and the degree 
of melanin on the anal fin predicted dominance. Genetically, yellow anal fin coloration is 
dominant to red. Blue coloration is affected by both genetics, environment, and an interaction 
between the two (Fuller & Travis 2004). There is overall variation in the propensity to express 
blue (i.e., a genetic effect), phenotypic plasticity where males are more likely to express blue 
when raised in tannin-stained water (i.e., an environmental effect), and genetic variation in 
plasticity where not all animals respond to the cue (i.e., an interaction between genetics and 
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environment). All three of these sources of variation favor greater expression of blue coloration 
in swamp habitats.  
 
The high abundance of male blue morphs in swamps with tannin-stained water is somewhat 
paradoxical. In tannin-stained water, short wavelengths are rapidly attenuated (i.e., absorbed) 
creating a lighting environment that lacks UV/blue light and where UV/blue signals do not travel 
far (Cronin et al. 2014). Additionally, killifish from tannin-stained environments have fewer UV 
and violet cone receptors than killifish from clear environments making them less sensitive to 
blue wavelengths (Fuller et al. 2004). This means that not only does less blue light reach the 
intended viewer in tannin-stained water, but that the viewer is also less sensitive to those 
wavelengths compared to killifish in clear habitats. Because sexual selection often favors bright 
colors as measures of reproductive success and competitive abilities (Milinski & Bakker 1990; 
Folstad & Karter 1992; Endler & Basolo 1998), one might expect blue coloration to be 
disfavored in tannin-stained environments, yet we see the opposite pattern in nature. 
 
This study had two goals. First, I sought to determine the extent to which the competitive ability 
of different color morphs varied with lighting environment. Specifically, do males with blue anal 
fins vary in their likelihood of being dominant in clear versus tea-stained water? Second, I sought 
to determine whether female preferences for blue, yellow, and red males varied between clear 
and tea-stained water. Specifically, are blue males preferred in tea-stained water? In answering 
these questions, I was also able to compare the roles of male/male competition versus female 
mating preferences in favoring blue males in swamp conditions. My study is one of few 






To examine male/male competition in different lighting environments, I placed male bluefin 
killifish with blue anal fins in multiple trials that varied in lighting environment (clear versus 
tannin-stained water) and rival competitor color (males with yellow or red anal fins). To examine 
female mating preferences, I performed no-choice mating assays where I placed a single female 
with red, yellow, or blue males under clear and tannin-stained water conditions and measured the 
number of eggs produced.  
 
Collection 
Bluefin killifish were collected from one clear and one tannin-stained population in Florida and 
placed through behavioral assays to determine the roles of female choice and male-male 
competition on selection of male color morphs between environments. Fish were collected using 
dipnets and seines from two populations in Florida in 2016: 26-Mile Bend in the Everglades 
(tannin-stained swamp population) and Guaranto Springs in the Suwannee River drainage (clear 
spring population). Guaranto Springs is unique because it is a clear spring population that is 
connected to the Suwannee River, which is tannin-stained during wet years. Upon collection, fish 
were held in water from the site and immediately transported to the lab at University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign. In the lab, fish were maintained in 114L tanks in a naturally-lit, temperature 
controlled greenhouse and fed frozen brine shrimp daily. Stock tanks were regularly monitored, 
and fish had access to naturally occurring algae and invertebrates. Killifish were allowed to 




Male Competition Trials 
A total of 64 behavioral trials were conducted between June and August of 2016 which consisted 
of two males competing in the presence of one female to determine the effect of anal fin 
coloration on male dominance in different environmental lighting conditions. Tannin-stained 
water was mimicked by adding Lipton decaffeinated tea powder (i.e. – tea-stained) to the 114L 
trial tanks. Before beginning trials, males were separated into 38L tanks and visually isolated 
from all other fish. Trials occurred in 114L tanks with naturally occurring algae and 
invertebrates. Artificial spawning substrates were made by constructing yarn mops (i.e. several 
~12-inch pieces tied together). The spawning substrates were attached to either Styrofoam balls 
so that they floated or to small pieces of PVC pipe so that they sunk. The spawning substrates 
provide a place for fish to attach eggs and also provide refuge to hide from other aggressive fish.  
 
Each set of killifish was observed once each day for twenty minutes between the hours of 08:00 
and 12:00 for three consecutive days. The number of male aggressive behaviors was recorded 
during each trial period. These behaviors included: fin flares, chases, and attacks resulting in 
physical contact towards the alternate male and stimulus female (noted as aggressive behaviors 
in: Johnson & Fuller 2015). Aggressive behavior counts were recorded for both males to 
determine male dominance. The male who performed the most aggressive acts was noted as 
dominant at the end of the three-day observation period. Dominance was typically established 
within the first day, and the dominant male performed the most aggressive acts in the following 
two days. No males became subdominant after dominance was established. Courting behavior 
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was noted, which was categorized by time spent within one body length of the stimulus female, 
courting bouts (head flicks and body loops towards female), and spawning. Successful spawning 
was determined if males were observed entering artificial vegetation with a female, and eggs 
were subsequently found following the observation time. Artificial vegetation was checked for 
eggs immediately following observation periods daily. All eggs were discarded. Following the 
completion of all behavioral assays, fish were euthanized using an overdose of buffered MS-222. 
 
Eight blue color morphs from each population were chosen as the focal males. For each trial, the 
focal male was paired with a female and either a red and yellow male color morph. Every focal 
male performed in four trials to determine anal fin coloration, population, and environmental 
effects on male dominance: one pairing with each color morph in clear and tea-stained water. A 
total of 64 trials were conducted (8 males x 2 populations x 2 lighting treatments x 2 color morph 
competitors). The order of the pairings (red or yellow competitor) and light treatments (clear or 
tannin-stained) were randomized for each male.  
 
Female Choice Trials 
To determine the effect of anal fin coloration on female mate choice in different environments, 
one female and one male were allowed to spawn together for five consecutive days. Trials were 
conducted from August 15, 2016 – September 23, 2016. Mating trials were conducted in 34L 
tanks containing spawning substrates (i.e., yarn mops) and one sponge filter and aerator. 
Stimulus males were selected from the 114L communal tank. Mating pairs were placed in the 
tank on Sunday night and allowed to spawn until Friday afternoon of the same week. The 
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number of eggs produced was used as a measure of female preference. Spawning substrates were 
searched each day between the hours of 13:00-15:00. Eggs were counted and then discarded. 
Females were given a two-day resting period following a week of mating. Every female was 
paired once with one of the three male color morphs in both clear and tea-stained environments. 
Tea-stained treatments were created using similar methods used in the male competition trials. 
Pairings and light treatments were randomized for each female.  
 
A total of ten females from each population were randomly selected to participate in a total of 
120 mating trials. Each female went through a total of 6 trial weeks (3 color morphs x 2 lighting 
treatments) for a total of 120 trials (2 populations x 10 females). Following the completion of all 
mating trials, fish were euthanized using an overdose of MS-222. 
 
Statistical Analysis 
I first examined how lighting environment affects male competitive behaviors and dominance 
status in bluefin killifish. To standardize dominance between all trials, blue color morph males 
were classified as either dominant or subdominant by the number of aggressive acts performed 
towards the alternate male. Using the lme4 package in R, we performed logistic regression 
analysis where male dominance status (dominant or subdominant) was the dependent variable 
and competitor anal fin color, population, environment, and their interactions were predictor 
variables with the focal male identity as a random effect. We performed similar analyses for each 
behavior (chases, attacks, fin flares, courtship, and time spent near stimulus female) to determine 
which behaviors were more indicative of success at achieving dominance. Only a few spawning 
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events were observed and, therefore, were not included in statistical analyses. No deviations 
from normality or homoscedasticity were observed in residual plots. For each behavior, we 
calculated the difference between the number of behaviors performed by the blue versus 
alternate male. We used a chi-squared test to assess the significance of each model component. 
 
Next, we asked if lighting environment affected female choice of male color morphs. To correct 
for differences in reproductive rates, we transformed the number of eggs produced by each 
female to center around the mean of total eggs produced using the z score (scale) function in R. 
We then created a linear model with the preference score as the dependent variable and male anal 
fin color, lighting treatment, population, and their interactions as the independent variables. 
Individual female ID and week were used as random effects in this model. No deviations from 
normality or homoscedasticity were observed in residual plots. Model components were assessed 




Male dominance status varied as a function of anal fin coloration, lighting environment, and 
population. Blue males from both populations were dominant more often in tea-stained 
treatments (Fig. 2; Table 1). Concurrently, blue males from the tannin-stained, swamp population 
(26 Mile Bend) were more likely to obtain dominance in either clear or tea-stained treatments. 
Blue color morphs from both populations were significantly more dominant against yellow color 
morphs in tea-stained environments, while there was no difference in the dominance success 
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against red competitors (Fig. 3). There were significant interactions between competitor color 
and environment, indicating that blue color morphs were more likely to obtain dominance in tea-
stained treatments against yellow competitors (Fig. 3; Table 1). Similarly, interactions between 
population and competitor color indicate that blue color morphs from 26-Mile Bend were more 
likely to obtain dominance against yellow competitor (Table 1).  
 
The patterns found in male dominance status were also reflected in the patterns of male 
aggressive behaviors. Blue males were more likely to alter their competitive and courting 
behaviors based on their environment, competitor color, and population of origin (Table 2). Blue 
males were more likely to perform more fin flares against yellow competitors in tea-stained 
treatments. Similarly, blue males performed more chases in tea-stained environments against 
yellow competitors. This result was especially significant for the 26-Mile Bend population. 
There was no difference in the number of attacks performed by blue males between treatment 
types.  
Similar patterns were found in male courtship of females. Blue males were more likely to spend 
more time near females and court them in tea-stained environments (Table 3). Blue males from 
the 26-Mile Bend populations were particularly likely to court and spend time near females in 
tea-stained treatments compared to the yellow and red males. Furthermore, the blue males were 
particularly successful in tea-stained water when compared to yellow males. Hence, the 
advantage blue males obtained in competition in tea-stained environments translated into mating 




We next sought to determine whether the different color morphs were varying their aggression 
levels among lighting environments. Indeed, the amount of aggression performed by a male – 
either focal blue male or rival male varied as a function of dominance status and light treatment. 
Blue males remained consistent in their aggressive behaviors between light treatments. However, 
rival males (i.e. red and yellow color morphs) displayed more aggression in clear treatments and 
less in tea-stained treatments (Fig. 4). This trend, however, was not statistically significant 
(ANOVA: df = 1,61, F = 2.54, p = 0.12). When comparing levels of aggression in dominant 
versus subdominant males, rival males performed more aggressive behaviors when subdominant 
compared to dominant (ANOVA: df = 1,61, F = 27.11, p < 0.01). Conversely, blue males 
displayed high levels of aggression when dominant and performed less aggressive acts when 
subdominant (ANOVA: df = 1,61, F = 21.52, p < 0.01)(Fig. 5). These results indicate that more 




In the no-choice assays, females displayed no overall preference for any color morph between 
lighting treatments (Fig. 6). More eggs were collected from females in tea-stained environments, 
but there were no differences in the number of eggs laid as a function of color morph or as an 
interaction between color morph and lighting environment (Table 4). Similarly, there was no 






Overall, this study provides evidence for the importance of the lighting environment on male 
competitive displays in bluefin killifish. Anal fin coloration is an important indicator of male 
dominance, where L. goodei males with blue anal fins were more successful at obtaining 
dominance in tannin-stained environments and against yellow anal-finned competitors. Males in 
these trials were observed changing their behaviors from dominant to submissive based on the 
lighting treatment they were competing in (i.e. whether they were in clear or tea-stained water) 
and the competitor they were paired with (i.e. red or yellow color morph). One surprising result 
from this study was the observation that red and yellow color morphs performed more aggressive 
behaviors when subdominant compared to dominant. Red and yellow color morphs were likely 
to display aggression towards dominant blue color morphs. These blue color morphs were 
required to perform more aggressive behaviors to obtain their dominance status. Conversely, 
little aggression was performed by either male in trials where blue males were submissive.  
 
Male competition is clearly a critical mechanism of selection on anal fin coloration in bluefin 
killifish. Contradictory to a previous study, females in our study had no preference for any color 
morphs within light treatments. Fuller & Noa (2010) found that females preferred red-finned 
males in clear treatments and blue-finned males when raised and tested in tea-stained water. 
However, our results suggest that dominance is more important for male mating opportunities. 
Dominant blue males were observed courting more often and spending more time with females 
compared to their subdominant competitors providing them with more opportunities to mate. 
While these results were not obtained from a natural setting, similar principles likely hold true in 
the wild. In nature, males defend territories and chase away potential competitors, while females 
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swim among territories while inspecting males (Fuller 2001). Males must be able to defend a 
territory to spawn.  
 
While this study shows that blue males are probably common in swamps because they are more 
likely to be dominant, the question remains as to why. Why do blue males succeed 
disproportionately in contests with red and yellow males in tannin-stained swamps where there is 
little blue light and where blue wavelengths do not travel far? Males may not be responding to 
their competitor’s anal fin coloration itself, but rather the perceived contrast of this coloration. 
Animals can create high contrast with the visual background by either being brighter than the 
background or by being much less bright than the background. Males with blue anal fins may 
create high contrast against by the red-orange hues of tannin-stained water (Johnsen & Mobley 
2012). This contrast allows blue males to be more successful competitors, especially considering 
that bluefin killifish interactions with competing males and females occur at close range (Fuller 
2001). Blue coloration may also be favorable to avoid consumption by aquatic predators who 
utilize visual cues at greater distances (Loew & Lythgoe 1978). 
 
Signal displays that maximize color contrasts with background lighting, like the phenomena in 
this study, have been observed in many species. For example, bird species are said to have 
evolved based on differences in plumage coloration driven by selection for optimized color 
contrasts within their respective lighting environments (Marchetti 1993; McNaught & Owens 
2002; Hernandez-Palma 2016). At the within species level, color polymorphisms evolve to 
maximize signal detectability in multiple lighting environments where high contrasts with 
background light spectrum are favored (Gomez & Théry 2007; Gray & McKinnon 2007; White 
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& Kemp 2016). Color polymorphisms allow for increased habitat availability in populations 
where multiple microclimates are present (Leal 2004; White & Kemp 2016).  
 
Environment often plays an important role in the distribution and diversity of animals. Here we 
provide evidence of the interplay between environment, animal communication, and phenotypic 
variation. I observed striking differences in male dominance behaviors between light treatments 
despite analysis of a single spring and swamp population,  Male dominance is a key selective 
force for L. goodei anal fin polymorphisms in different lighting environments, but it is likely just 
one of the determinants of anal fin distributions. Low attenuation of blue wavelengths in tannin-
stained environments means blue color morphs may be less visible to predators who hunt at long 
distance (Endler 1987). Future studies should examine the role of predator sight and preference 















Figures and Tables 
 
 
Figure 1: Picture of the various bluefin killifish color morphs. A. yellow color morph, B. blue 








Table 2: Estimates for male competition logistic regression model and chi squared analysis of 
model components (n=63).  
Male Dominance Status 
Predictor β pz df χ2 p 
Population -1.49 0.05 1 3.74 0.05 
Environment 0.64 <0.01 1 8.83 <0.01 
Competitor Color -1.59 <0.01 1 72.19 <0.01 
Population x Environment 0.17 0.60 1 0.27 0.60 
Population x Competitor Color 1.80 <0.01 1 35.98 <0.01 
Environment x Competitor 
Color 
0.89 <0.02 1 9.43 <0.01 
Population x Environment x 
Competitor Color 
-0.49 0.29 1 1.12 0.29 
 
 
Table 3: Estimates for male aggressive behaviors logistic regression model and chi squared 
analysis of model components (n=63).  
Male Aggression 
Behavior Predictor β pz df χ
2 p 
Fin Flares Population -0.76 0.30 1 1.07 0.30 
 Environment -0.31 0.38 1 0.76 0.38 
 Competitor Color -1.36 <0.01 1 19.21 <0.01 
 Population x Environment 0.58 0.25 1 1.30 0.25 
 Population x Competitor Color 1.01 0.04 1 4.04 0.04 
 Environment x Competitor Color 1.46 <0.01 1 9.89 <0.01 
 Population x Environment x 
Competitor Color 
-0.91 0.21 1 1.59 0.21 
Attacks Population -1.44 0.19 1 1.72 0.19 
 Environment 0.21 0.80 1 0.06 0.80 
 Competitor Color -1.36 <0.01 1 3.15 0.08 
 Population x Environment 0.50 0.67 1 0.18 0.67 
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Table 3 (cont.) 
Male Aggression 
Behavior Predictor β pz df χ
2 p 
 Population x Competitor Color 1.29 0.23 1 1.41 0.23 
 Environment x Competitor Color 0.88 0.43 1 0.63 0.43 
 Population x Environment x 
Competitor Color 
-0.82 0.61 1 0.26 0.61 
Chases Population -2.49 0.02 1 5.17 0.02 
 Environment 1.36 <0.01 1 13.45 <0.01 
 Competitor Color -1.79 <0.01 1 35.99 <0.01 
 Population x Environment 0.47 0.40 1 0.73 0.40 
 Population x Competitor Color 2.52 <0.01 1 27.60 <0.01 
 Environment x Competitor Color 0.73 0.14 1 2.22 0.14 
 Population x Environment x 
Competitor Color 
-0.40 0.60 1 0.27 0.60 
 
 
Table 4: Estimates for male access to stimulus female logistic regression model and chi squared 
analysis of model components (n=63).  
Access to Females 
Behavior Predictor β pz df χ
2 p 
Courting Population -1.59 <0.01 1 9.64 <0.01 
 Environment 1.47 <0.01 1 13.89 <0.01 
 Competitor Color -0.85 <0.01 1 11.73 <0.01 
 Population x Environment -0.57 0.32 1 0.99 0.32 
 Population x Competitor 
Color 
2.76 <0.01 1 32.42 <0.01 
 Environment x Competitor 
Color 
 
-0.58 0.24 1 1.39 0.24 
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Table 4 (cont.) 
Access to Females 




Population x Environment x 
Competitor Color 
-1.69 <0.01 1 5.48 0.02 
Time spent 
near female 
Population -1.99 <0.01 1 24.18 <0.01 
Environment 1.33 <0.01 1 293.53 <0.01 
Competitor Color -0.67 <0.01 1 135.43 <0.01 
Population x Environment 0.39 0.01 1 6.25 0.01 
Population x Competitor 
Color 
2.36 <0.01 1 244.27 <0.01 
Environment x Competitor 
Color 
-0.8 <0.01 1 99.11 <0.01 
Population x Environment x 
Competitor Color 











Figure 3: Number of times blue males are dominant vs. subdominant in clear and tea-stained 





Figure 4: The total number of aggressive behaviors performed by focal blue males compared to 
rival males (i.e. – red and yellow color morphs) as a function of the environment. Values are 





Figure 5: The number of aggressive behaviors performed by focal blue males compared to rival 
males (i.e. – red and yellow color morphs) as a function of dominance status. Values are 









Table 5: Estimates for female choice linear model and chi squared analysis of model components 
(n=105).   
Predictor β SE t df χ2 p 









1 0.04 0.85 





















1 0.99 0.32 
Environment x Stimulus male 
anal fin color 
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2 1.10 0.58 
Environment x Population 







1 0.29 0.59 
Stimulus male anal fin color x 
Population 
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Environment x Stimulus male 
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How animals visually perceive the environment is key to understanding important ecological 
processes. Many behaviors, such as predation, foraging, and mating, rely on vision as a guide. 
This study focuses on the visual system properties and visual perception of color in the 
largemouth bass, Micropterus salmoides. This study (a) documents the number and spectral 
sensitivity of photoreceptors, (b) uses these parameters to model visual perception, and (c) tests 
the model of color perception using a behavioral assay. Bass possess single cone cells maximally 
sensitive at 534.98 nm, twin cone cells maximally sensitive at 614.48 nm, and rod cells 
maximally sensitive at 527.94 nm. A simple model of visual perception predicted that bass 
should not be able to discern between chartreuse yellow and white nor between green and blue. 
In contrast, bass should be able to discern red from all achromatic (i.e. gray scale) stimuli. These 
predictions were partially upheld in behavioral trials. In behavioral trials, bass were first trained 
to recognize a target color to receive a food reward, then tested on their ability to differentiate 
between their target color and a color similar in brightness. Bass trained to red could easily 
discern red from all other alternate target colors, and bass trained to yellow (or white) could not 
discern between the two colors. However, bass trained to green could also readily discern green 
from nearly all other colors (including blue). Bass trained to prefer blue could distinguish blue 
from both green and red, but could not distinguish blue from black. Likewise, bass trained to 
prefer black could not discern black from blue. This study shows that bass possess dichromatic 





Visual ecology seeks to understand how animals are limited by perceptual abilities. Many 
behaviors and responses rely on visual cues, including predation, mating, and foraging (Kemp et 
al. 2015); therefore, understanding visual capabilities is essential for understanding visually-
based behavior. The difficulty, however, is that animal taxa differ in the visual system properties 
underlying animal perception. The way one animal perceives a scene is often different than 
another species perceiving the same scene. Across species, the number of photoreceptors varies 
from two to as many as fifteen photoreceptors found in the mantis shrimp (Cronin et al. 2014). 
Animals also differ in the spectral sensitivities of those photoreceptors with some animals seeing 
in the ultraviolet (UV) regions. The number and sensitivity of photoreceptors impacts color 
perception. Visual perception can also be affected by the type of vitamin A animals use in their 
photoreceptors. Photopigment (which absorbs light) is created by combining an opsin protein 
with a vitamin A molecule (either A1 or A2). Simply altering the type of vitamin A used in 
photopigment alters the spectral sensitivity. Shifting from A1 to A2 increases the wavelengths at 
which the photopigment is maximally sensitive. These shifts are small for photopigments that are 
sensitive to short-wavelengths. However, these shifts can be larger (30-60 nm) for medium and 
long-wavelength sensitive cones (Bridges 1972; Munz & McFarland 1973; Loew & Dartnall 
1976). Aquatic habitats are further complicated by the variability in lighting environments due to 
the effects of depth, algae, turbidity, and dissolved organic matter (Lythgoe 1968; Sondergaard 
& Thomas 2004; Johnsen & Mobley 2012; Cronin et al. 2014). Hence, variation in visual system 
properties and variation in lighting environments make it difficult to assess how species (and 




Fortunately, visual detection models have been developed that allow one to predict visual 
perception in animals with a wide range of visual acuity (Kelber & Osorio 2010). Visual 
detection models have been developed to allow humans to estimate visual perception in other 
animals. Predicting visual perception in non-human animals requires – at minimum – knowledge 
of the number and spectral sensitivities of the various photoreceptor classes, the aquatic lighting 
environment, and the reflectance spectra of objects in a visual scene. These predictions can be 
tested by directly measuring the visual abilities of other species using behavioral assays. First, 
animals are trained to perform a particular task related to a color (e.g., pick the red lever, strike 
the red pipette, etc.) and determine the conditions under which animals can and cannot do the 
task (Vorobyev & Osorio 1998). These types of behavioral assays are informative because they 
allow researchers to ask questions such as the following: What are the visual capabilities of an 
organism? Does the ability to discern among visual stimuli match predictions from mathematical 
models of visual detection? Does the organism truly use color? In other words, can an animal 
discern a color, such as red, from an alternate achromatic (i.e. gray-scale) stimulus with identical 
brightness?  
 
In this study, color vision was modeled and behaviorally tested in Micropterus salmoides 
(largemouth bass), an ecologically and economically important fish species. M. salmoides are a 
visually-oriented top predator in many freshwater systems and one of the top sport fishes in the 
U.S. (Schramm et al. 1991; Chen, Hunt & Ditton 2003; Cooke & Philipp 2009). Despite their 
importance, little is known about the visual abilities of largemouth bass. Previous studies 
suggested that M. salmoides has dichromatic vision with cone cells and that its color vision is 
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highly sensitive to red (i.e. longer wavelengths in the visible spectrum) (Kawamura & Kishimoto 
2002). These studies were based on electroretinogram readings, but did not directly measure the 
spectral sensitivity of the actual photoreceptor sensitivities and did not verify these with 
behavioral assessment. Numerous studies have also examined the influences of coloration and 
water quality on bass prey/lure selection (Carter et al. 2010; Huenemann, Dibble & Fleming 
2012; Shoup & Lane 2015). Such studies provide valuable data on preference, but are more 
limited in their ability to predict bass visual capabilities. 
 
Defining a baseline for color detection in largemouth bass is essential due to the variability of 
light habitat these fish occupy. Aquatic ecosystems are highly variable based on time of day, 
depth, and shade (Johnsen & Mobley 2012). Concurrently, bass are found in varying levels of 
water clarity, ranging in levels of turbidity and dissolved organic matter (McMahan & Holanov 
1995; Huenemann et al. 2012). Bass from these varying habitat types may subsequently vary in 
their visual sensitivities; however, this remains untested prior to the present study.  
 
An early study conducted by Brown (1937) identified some characteristics of bass color vision 
and perceptual abilities. Brown (1937) trained bass to prefer pipettes painted with particular 
colors (red, yellow, green, white, black, gray, etc.) using a food reward when bass approached 
target colors and mild electric shocks when bass approached the non-target colors. He then 
determined whether the bass could correctly discern between different colors. He found that bass 
could readily discern both red and green from all other colors, but often had problems discerning 
yellow from white and blue from black colors. This study lacked modern statistics/replication 
and was unable to use spectrophotometers to parameterize visual models with measures of 
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reflectance and light environment. Regardless, Brown (1937) clearly indicated that bass can be 
trained to visual stimuli and that such assays can inform on bass visual capabilities.  
 
The present study had two goals (Table 1). The first was to characterize the bass visual system 
and examine whether it differed among populations/subspecies. Specifically, we sought to (a) 
characterize the number of photoreceptors in the bass visual system and their spectral 
sensitivities, and (b) determine whether the photoreceptor sensitivities varied between two 
subspecies of bass: Micropterus salmoides salmoides (from IL) and Micropterus salmoides 
floridanus (from FL). To do this, we collected bass from Florida and Illinois and performed 
microscpectrophotometry (MSP) where we measured the spectral sensitivities of cones and rods 
for many individuals from each collection site. The second goal was to determine which colors 
bass could discriminate and whether this matched the predictions from a simple model that was 
parameterized using our estimates of bass photoreceptor spectral sensitivities. To do this, we 
trained bass in the lab to prefer a specific color and then asked whether they could discern it from 
other colors. We describe these studies below.  
 
Methods 
Goal 1: Measuring and comparing the bass visual system.  
Adult bass were obtained from two populations, one from Florida and the other from Illinois. 
Bass from the Florida population (n = 4) belonged to the subspecies M. s. floridanus and were 
collected by seine net from the Everglades at 26-Mile Bend, Broward County, FL in March 
2013. Bass from the Illinois population (n = 5) belonged to the subspecies M. s. salmoides and 
were collected by electroshock from Lake Shelbyville, Moultrie County, IL in June 2013. The 
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fish were housed in stock tanks in a temperature-controlled greenhouse at the University of 
Illinois. They were fed daily ad libitum with live feeder fish and bass pellets. 
 
For MSP, the fish were dark adapted for 24 hours, euthanized in 1% buffered tricaine 
methanesulfonate (MS-222) solution, and decapitated. The heads were packed in ice and 
immediately transported to Cornell University, Ithaca, NY in July 2013. All MSP procedures 
were carried out under infrared light and follow methods previously detailed in Provencio et al. 
(1992), Loew (1994), and Loew et al. (2002). Briefly: enucleated eyes were hemisected and 
pieces of retina were immersed in a simple Sorensen’s phosphate buffer (pH 7.2) with 6% 
sucrose added. The retinas were carefully teased from the retinal pigment epithelium and 
macerated using razor blade fragments and tungsten needles. A drop of the dispersed retina was 
sandwiched between two cover slips and transferred to the stage of the microspectrophotometer. 
Absorbance was recorded from the outer segments of single photoreceptor cells in 1 nm intervals 
from 350 to 750 nm. 
 
Template fitting was used to determine λmax (the wavelength at maximum absorbance for a 
template-derived visual pigment best fitting the experimental data). Whether the absorbance 
curves best fit an A1 or an A2 template was determined via an Excel program created by Juliet 
Parry, which solved for the value of λmax that minimizes deviations from visual pigment 
templates described by Govardovskii et al. (2000). The normalized absorbance values of each 
photoreceptor cell was fitted to both A1 and A2 templates, and the template (A1 or A2) with the 
least deviation from expected values (as measured by X2) was taken as the best fit for the given 
cell (example cells with fitted templates are shown below). Analyses of variance (ANOVA) were 
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used to compare λmax values for each photoreceptor cell type between the Florida and Illinois 
bass, with individuals nested within populations. All statistical tests were conducted in R version 
3.0.3.  
 
Goal 2: Predicting and testing bass visual discrimination among colors. 
Our goal here was to test a simple model of bass visual discrimination. To do this, we created a 
model that allowed us to predict which colors should appear similar to one another to bass. We 
then trained bass to prefer particular colors by feeding them through colored pipettes to ask 
whether bass could correctly identify the color to which they had been trained versus an alternate 
color. Our model predicted that some colors that humans can easily distinguish should look 
similar to bass. We specifically chose target colors that bass should easily be able to discern and 
target colors that our model predicted should look similar to bass.  
 
Husbandry 
One hundred juvenile largemouth bass were obtained from a local hatchery and kept in a 
naturally-lit greenhouse, maintained at 19⁰ Celsius, located at the Natural Resource Studies 
Annex - University of Illinois. Bass were separated into twelve, 568-liter cattle tanks, and fed 
cichlid pellet food daily. Each tank was fastened with a UV-sterilizer and four sponge filters 
mediated by air pumps to ensure clear and healthy water. Two tanks were randomly selected to 
receive each training color treatment. The fish grew rapidly between September and November 
and were approximately 15 cm (6 inches) when we began training.  
 
Modeling Color Perception  
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A model of color perception was created that predicted the opponency and relative brightness of 
different target colors using the bass photoreceptor class sensitivities that were previously 
measured (see results). The model requires estimates of the spectral sensitivity of the viewer 
(𝐴𝑖(𝜆)), the side-welling irradiance (𝐸ℎ(𝜆)), and the reflectance of the object (𝑅(𝜆)). An 
OceanOptics S2000 spectrophotometer with a UV-vis 400 micron diameter fiber patch cord and 
a terminal cosine-corrector measured the side-welling irradiance. The spectrophotometer was 
calibrated using an OceanOptics calibrated DT-3000 light source. Measurements of 𝐸ℎ(𝜆) were 
taken in the stock tanks with clear water at 15:00 hours in Fall 2015 when bass were being 
trained. Next, measurements of the reflectance of numerous colored targets (swatches of acrylic 
paint) were taken to determine 𝑅(𝜆). For this, the spectrophotometer was connected to a 
reflectance probe (R200-7 probe, Ocean Optics Inc.) connected to a pulsed xenon lap (PX-200 
Ocean Optics). Target reflectance was measured from 350 nm to 700 nm. A labsphere® diffuse 
white spectral standard was used to calibrate the spectrophotometer. Some of the measurements 
had greater than 100% reflectance because they were brighter than our standard (see below). All 
measurements and calibrations were done with the reflectance probe held at a 45° angle to the 
object. 
 
For measures of relative brightness, photon catch was first estimated of both the green and red 
photoreceptors (see results below) from a given visual stimulus. Photon catch is also affected by 
many properties of the eye (e.g., diameter of the pupil), but these measures affect other things 
equally. We then summed the photon catch of the two photoreceptor types and divided by the 
brightness that would be created by a gray standard that reflects 25% of light from the white 













where 𝐴𝑖(𝜆) is the diffuse spectral sensitivity of receptor i; 𝜆 is wavelength; 𝐸ℎ(𝜆) is side-
welling irradiance; and 𝑅(𝜆) is the reflectance of the target. Integration was over the visible light 
spectrum ranging from 350 nm to 700 nm.  
 
Opponency was calculated as the difference in photon-catch between the two photoreceptor 









Opponency values range from negative to positive; where negative opponency indicates 
stimulation of mostly the green photoreceptor, and positive opponency indicates stimulation of 
mostly the red photoreceptor. Conversely, zero opponency occurs when there is equal 
stimulation of photoreceptors. Therefore, these target colors lack a chromatic signal and should 
be ‘colorless’ to the viewer.  
 
Selecting color targets 
To test our model of bass vision, we chose colors that were either predicted to be easily 
discernable or not discernable to bass. Therefore, target colors were chosen that fit one of three 
criteria: (1) maximally stimulated only the green cone, (2) stimulated both cones equally, and (3) 
maximally stimulated only the red cone. Achromatic (i.e. gray-scale) target colors were also 
chosen that might be difficult to discern from the others. If a color is indistinguishable, then bass 
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will have difficultly reacting between that color and a gray target of similar brightness. Hundreds 
of different colors were initially screened. Ultimately, six training targets were identified for the 
reflectance of the training target (Fig. 7). Green, chartreuse yellow, red, and blue colors were 
chosen for their opponency values closest to -1, 0, and 1 (Fig. 8). The model also predicted that 
chartreuse yellow would be difficult to discern from white and that blue and green might be 
difficult to discern from black. Hence, we also chose black and white as training targets. The 
reflectance of the chartreuse yellow stimulus was greater than 100% because it reflected more 
light than the diffuse standard we used for our calibrations. This happened due, in part, to the 
fluorescent properties of chartreuse yellow. However, our white training target also had a 
reflectance slightly greater than 100%. Our model indicated that these two visual stimuli should 
appear similar to the bass (see below).  
 
Color cards were created by applying acrylic paint to 10 cm X 10 cm stock paper, then 
laminating. Colored cards were attached to large pipettes, which could be filled with pellet food 
to dispense for bass. Pipettes and colored cards were then fastened with adhesive Velcro 
approximately 5 cm above the tip. 
 
Training to a Single Target 
First, bass were trained to strike a single colored, target pipette. Here, the bass could presumably 
smell the food. Two stock tanks containing six to seven bass were randomly selected to receive 
each training color treatment (6 training targets x 2 stock tanks = 12 stock tanks total). 
Preliminary training began by placing the training stimulus pipette in the tank and dispensing the 
pellets (i.e., their food). After one week of association, bass were required to strike at the pipette 
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to receive food. If no bass struck at the pipette after one minute, food was simply dispensed. Bass 
were trained once a day for 69 days (November 11, 2015 – February 13, 2016). The collective 
action of the bass in each tank towards the training pipette (no approach, approach within one 
body length, or strike) was recorded each day. A tank was considered trained when all the bass in 
a tank were observed striking at the training stimulus for seven consecutive days. Bass were 
continually fed using this method in the time before beginning the next training procedure.  
 
Training to Discern Among Target Colors 
Bass were trained to discern their training target from all other target colors. For example, bass 
trained to prefer red had to discern red from blue, black, green, white, and chartreuse yellow 
when all colors were presented simultaneously. Bass were trained in their stock tanks. To 
accomplish this task, an array of all six training colors was created by attaching all stimuli 
pipettes to a 90x30 cm foam board. The foam board floated on top of the water in each tank. This 
allowed bass to have full visibility of the color stimuli in the water with minimal interference 
from the researcher. The arrangement of training colors on the foam board was rearranged every 
day. Training involved placing the array of stimuli in one tank, then dispensing food from the 
pipette with the specific target color. Initially, food was simply dispensed from the pipette to 
acclimate bass to the training conditions. After two weeks, the bass were required to strike their 
designated training stimulus to receive the food reward. The number of approaches within one 
body length and strikes to pipettes was recorded for each color. For these trials, bass likely had 
access to chemical cues as the target pipette contained the pellet food. Tanks were considered 
trained when all bass struck at the pipette tip for three consecutive days. Training continued for a 




Testing the Ability of Bass to Discern the Training Target from Alternate Targets 
The goal here was to determine whether the bass could discern their training target from the 
alternate targets in the absence of chemical cues. To do this, the pipettes with their color cards 
were placed in the stock tanks, and the number of strikes at each pipette was recorded. The bass 
were tested on four consecutive days. These trials tested the ability of bass to identify their 
training target from the alternate target color in the absence of chemical cues from food.  
 
Testing the Ability of Bass to Discern Colors from Achromatic Stimuli 
We next sought to determine whether trained bass could discern their training target from a range 
of achromatic (i.e., gray-scale) cues. The hypothesis that bass use chromatic cues means that they 
compare the visual inputs from the two cone classes. If bass fail to use chromatic cues, then they 
should be incapable of distinguishing their target color from an achromatic cue with a similar 
brightness value. Only bass trained to red and green were tested in these trials as they were the 
only groups that could successfully identify their training target from the alternate targets in the 
absence of chemical cues (see below). If bass do not use chromatic cues, then bass trained to red 
should be unable to distinguish red and green from the achromatic cue equal in brightness 
(achromatic cues described below).  
 
Bass were randomly selected from each tank, and individually relocated to a 1325-liter, 183 cm 
diameter, round tank for trials. Four bass from each tank were randomly selected for each trial. 
Meaning, eight bass from each training color (two tanks per color, four bass from each tank) 
went through trials. Two testing tanks were set up at the greenhouse at the Natural Resource 
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Studies Annex – University of Illinois under identical conditions to the training tanks. Bass were 
given one day to acclimate to their testing environment before beginning trials. Bass were not fed 
on the day of acclimation. 
 
An array of test stimuli was created by attaching eight pipettes to a 183x30 cm foam board. Test 
stimuli included seven achromatic shades varying in brightness and the training color. Within the 
array of achromatic shades, Gray 2 was similar in brightness to Red. Likewise, Gray 5 and Black 
were similar in brightness to Green. This allowed us to predict that if bass could not distinguish 
chromatic cues, red would be mistaken for Gray 2 and green would be mistaken for Gray 5 or 
Black (Fig. 8). The arrangement of all eight test stimuli was randomized for each trial. Before 
trials began, bass were isolated to one side of the tank using a sheet of transparent plexiglass. A 
GoPro Hero+ was then placed inside the tank facing the array of stimuli to record the bass 
behaviors. Next, the array of test stimuli was placed on top of the water on the opposite side of 
the tank. Bass were then given two minutes to visualize the stimuli, then the plexiglass was 
removed, and the bass were given two minutes to approach and strike at the stimuli. Bass were 
tested on their ability to identify their training stimulus against the seven achromatic, test stimuli. 
Response to a stimulus was defined as the number of seconds remaining within one body length 
of a stimulus. Strikes to stimuli were also recorded. GoPro Hero+ footage was reviewed twice to 
obtain an accurate measurement of stimuli identification. 
 
Statistical Analysis of bass behavior 
This study first asked whether bass differed in how long it took to learn their training target color 
among a field of the other target colors with the presence of olfactory cues. To answer this 
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question, an ANOVA was used to compare the number of days needed for the fish in each tank 
to consistently strike at their training color to receive a food reward. Each tank was first analyzed 
separately to see if there was variation between individual tanks. Hence, an ANOVA was 
performed where the number of days taken to be considered trained was the dependent variable 
and each tank was the fixed, categorical variable. It was next asked whether the time it took the 
training target varied among treatments. Here, no difference between tanks was observed, so the 
two stock tanks for each color treatment were pooled. For this, an ANOVA with the number of 
days taken to be considered trained was the dependent variable and training target as the 
independent variable.  
 
This study next asked whether trained bass could correctly identify their training color when 
presented with alterative colored stimuli in the presence of chemical cues. To test target selection 
in the presence of chemical cues, a maximum-likelihood binomial model was performed using 
the ‘lme4’ package in R. Within this model, the proportion of approaches and strikes performed 
to each target on a given day was the dependent variable and target color was the fixed, 
categorical variable. This analysis was repeated for the assays where visual discrimination was 
tested in the absence of chemical cues. Pairwise t-tests were then used to analyze target selection. 
Trials where less than 50% of bass approached were considered insufficient and removed from 
statistical analysis. Analysis was conducted on 322 behavioral observations recorded during the 





Finally, this study asked whether bass that had been trained to a specific target color could 
correctly identify their color in the absence of olfactory cues in a new testing environment (target 
color presented with alternative achromatic stimuli). Here, the data for the red-trained and green-
trained bass were analyzed separately. For each set of trained bass, pairwise t-tests compared the 
proportion of time spent near training targets to each gray-scale target. Any trial where bass did 
not approach test stimuli were considered insufficient and removed from statistical analysis. 
Statistical analysis was conducted on 39 behavioral observations recorded during testing trials. A 




Goal 1: Measuring and comparing the bass visual system.  
Absorbance was measured from a total of 246 photoreceptor cells in the nine fish (4 Florida bass, 
5 Illinois bass), representing 41 rod cells, 76 single cone cells, and 129 twin cone cells. Template 
fitting for photoreceptors was generally better with an A1 template than an A2 template (rods: 29 
A1, 12 A2; single cones: 57 A1, 19A2; twin cones: 111 A1, 18 A2). However, the difference in 
λmax as a function of using an A1 versus an A2 template was marginal (λmax absolute difference ± 
SE: rods 3.0 ± 0.3 nm; single cones 2.3 ± 0.1 nm; red cones 1.5 ± 0.1 nm). From here on, values 
of λmax are reported using the best-fit template for each photoreceptor cell. 
 
Rods were maximally sensitive at 527.9 ± 1.00 nm, single cones contained a medium wavelength 
sensitive (MWS) photopigment with λmax at 535.0 ± 0.6 nm, and twin cones contained a long 
wavelength sensitive (LWS) photopigment with λmax at 614.5 ± 0.5 nm (Fig. 9). There was no 
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evidence for short wavelength sensitive (SWS) cone cells. Thus, the visual system of largemouth 
bass is dichromatic with green-sensitive single cones and red-sensitive twin cones. The Florida 
and Illinois populations did not differ in λmax for any of the three photoreceptor types. 
 
Goal 2: Predicting and testing bass visual discrimination among colors. 
The model of visual perception predicted that bass should easily be able to discern red, green, 
and chartreuse yellow from one another. However, the model also indicated that chartreuse 
yellow may appear similar to white (Fig. 8). Similarly, blue and green may be similar to one 
another and to black (Fig. 8). These predictions were largely upheld in the bass behavioral trials.  
 
The bass were easily trainable and could accurately select their training color when presented 
with the alternate targets in the presence of an olfactory cue. Training colors did not differ in 
their learning time. During training, there was no significant difference in the time taken to 
associate training color with a food reward between each training color (ANOVA df=1,5, F= 
1.2852, p= 0.39). Similarly, individual tanks did not differ in their time needed to learn the 
reward task (ANOVA df=1,5, F = 1.6745, p = 0.25). However, bass trained to white decreased 
their selection of their training color as time progressed (Fig. 10).  
 
When presented with the other targets, bass did not differ in their training color selection each 
day (ANOVA: df=1,5, F=0.0896, p=0.76). With chemical cues were present, bass were more 
likely to correctly identify their training target (Fig. 11). However, even here, bass had difficulty 




The critical question was whether they could discern among target colors in the absence of the 
chemical cues. As our model predicted, some colors were more difficult to discern than others 
(Fig. 12). Bass trained to red and green could easily identify their target colors, but bass trained 
to chartreuse yellow, white, and blue were more likely to incorrectly select alternative colors that 
were similar in brightness. Bass trained to white were more likely to incorrectly select chartreuse 
yellow stimulus. Vice versa, bass trained to chartreuse yellow were more likely to incorrectly 
select the white stimulus. Bass trained to blue had difficulty discerning blue from black, and vice 
versa, bass trained to black often incorrectly chose blue.  
 
We next asked whether bass genuinely use chromatic cues. The critical test here is whether bass 
trained to red and green could identify their target amongst a series of achromatic alternates. 
Bass performed poorly in the new assay where they were individually tested and given a choice 
between their training color and alternative gray stimuli with no olfactory cue. In these trials, 
fewer strikes were performed, and bass were generally less likely to approach the pipettes. Bass 
trained to red and green were able to accurately select their training target among alternative gray 
targets (Fig. 13). An analysis of the time spent associated with each target indicated that bass 
trained to red more often selected their training target compared to all gray targets except gray 1 
(pairwise t-tests: p < 0.05). Similarly, bass trained to green spent more time near their training 
target compared to all gray targets except gray 2 (pairwise t-tests: p <0.05). Interestingly, unlike 
our prediction, bass did not select grays that were similar in brightness to their training colors 
during gray trails. Instead, bass trained to red and green selected targets that were brighter than 





Largemouth bass possess dichromatic color vision, with green sensitive single cones and red 
sensitive twin cones. This finding agrees with Kawamura and Kishimoto’s (2002) prediction for 
a red-sensitive eye in largemouth bass. Kawamura and Kishimoto suggested that the largemouth 
bass eye provides better color analysis at long wavelengths over shorter wavelengths. Similar 
results have been found in other centrarchids. Dearry & Barlow (1987) previously characterized 
the photoreceptor sensitivities of the green sunfish (Lepomis cyanellus). They found the green 
sunfish retina contained rods with λmax at 525 nm, single cones with λmax at 535 nm, and twin 
cones with λmax at 621 nm. These photoreceptor sensitivities are a close match to the largemouth 
bass sensitivities, with both the rods and single cones being almost identical (largemouth bass 
rod: 527.94 nm; single cone: 534.98 nm). Green sunfish twin cones were slightly red-shifted 
compared to largemouth bass (green sunfish twin cone: 621 nm; largemouth bass twin cone: 
614.48). Additionally, Dearry and Barlow also did not find evidence for blue or UV sensitive 
cones. in adult fish. Further studies are needed to determine whether all centrarchids are 
dichromatic. 
 
There was little evidence to suggest substantial phenotypic variation in visual sensitivity between 
the Florida and Illinois populations. Other fish species have been shown to harbour phenotypic 
variation among populations (Boughman 2002; Fuller et al. 2004; Carleton et al. 2005), but the 
mechanisms underlying this variation varies among systems. Shifts in λmax, A1 versus A2 retinal 
templates, relative cone/opsin expression, and lens transmission can contribute to phenotypic 
variation in visual sensitivity. Our study found little evidence that the λmax of the different 
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photoreceptor classes or the degree of A1 versus A2 template use differed between the two 
populations.  
 
Visual detection model predictions aligned closely with behavioral performances. Predictions 
indicated that bass should be able to readily discern red, green, and blue from stimuli of similar 
brightness; whereas, bass should be unable to discern chartreuse yellow from stimuli of similar 
brightness. Yellow and blue were not easily discernable colors in the bass visual system. 
Largemouth bass were able to associate every training color with a food reward; however, bass 
trained to yellow frequently selected the white target by mistake, and vice versa. Concurrently, 
the blue target was occasionally mistaken by bass trained to targets of similar brightness (black 
and green). The results from this study align with previous work by Brown (1937). Bass in 
Brown’s study could accurately identify red and green, but had difficulty distinguishing yellow 
and blue stimuli. 
 
Bass had difficulty distinguishing between their training color against other gray targets when 
asked to their training color in a new testing environment with no olfactory cue. Bass trained to 
red and green demonstrated the ability to select their target over alternative gray targets. 
Surprisingly, the gray targets that bass selected were vastly different in brightness compared to 
their training colors. For example, bass trained to green approached the gray 2 target, which is 
much brighter than green (Fig. 13; Fig. 8). Regardless, the ability of bass trained to red and green 
to select their training colors in the absence of olfactory cues indicates the importance of these 
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colors in the bass visual system. This response may be indicative of the types of colored cues 
used by bass.  
 
M. salmoides may be innately sensitive to the colors that maximally stimulate their 
photoreceptors (red and green) to optimize prey capture in the water. Most large, predatory fish 
are dichromatic, meaning they rely on only two photoreceptor classes to perceive color (Loew & 
Lythgoe 1978; Cronin et al. 2014). Lythgoe (1968) suggests that underwater predators perceive 
optimally with an offset, dichromatic system; wherein, one photoreceptor optimally perceives the 
background illumination spectrum, and one photoreceptor contrasts the background spectrum. 
An offset dichromatic system creates high contrast between background lighting and prey 
illuminated by overhead sun (Loew & Lythgoe 1978). In aquatic environments, long 
wavelengths (orange-red spectrum) are reflected in background lighting, while short wavelength 
(blue-green spectrum) contrasts that background (Lythgoe 1968; Johnsen & Mobley 2012). 
These aquatic spectral properties align with the M. salmoides visual system. 
 
This study provides evidence for the importance of red and green in the bass visual system. Our 
results help identify the cues used for predatory behaviors of bass and Centrarchidae fishes who 
share similar visual physiologies (Muntz 1975; Loew & Lythgoe 1978; Hawryshyn et al. 1988; 
Kawamura & Kishimoto 2002). However, innate visual abilities may not align with preferences. 
In addition to visual abilities, we must know if there is an underlying preference for specific 
coloration. One study by Ciccotto & Mendelson (2016) notes that largemouth bass have a strong 
preference for red coloration, which aligns closely with our findings. The responsiveness of bass 
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to red coloration may indicate an importance of this color in nature. Bass may use red coloration 
as a cue to obtain prey or respond to territory invaders. 
 
Connecting color vision to behavior can provide insight on how and why color is distributed in 
nature. These connections include many forms of inter- and intraspecific communication that 
favor or disfavor certain body coloration in a habitat (Forsman & Appelqvist 1998; Godin & 
McDonough 2003; Bouska & Paukert 2010; Bossu & Near 2015). For example, favoring of 
bright coloration by predators may decrease the abundance of brightly colored prey species 
(Godin & McDonough 2003; Marshall, Philpot & Stevens 2015). Alternatively, intraspecific 
sexual selection may favor specific colors that are selected against by predation (Widemo & 
Sæther 1999; Gray & McKinnon 2007; Johnson & Fuller 2015).  
 
In conclusion, this study showed that bass possess dichromatic vision with single cones that are 
maximally sensitive to green wavelengths (λmax = 535.0nm) and twin cones maximally sensitive 
to red wavelengths (λmax = 614.5nm). These data allowed us to establish a simple model of visual 
perception which indicated that there are colors that humans can detect that M. salmoides cannot. 
These predictions were largely upheld in behavioral assays that tested the visual abilities of M. 
salmoides. The manner in which bass perceive visual signals in their environments may differ 
from those of other fish species. In the Lucania goodei – M. salmoides predator-prey system, L. 
goodei possess five distinct cone cell classes whereas M. salmoides possess only two. L. goodei 
possess three cone cell types in the shortwavelength regions (UV, violet, and blue cones) where 
M. salmoides lacks sensitivity. This creates a scenario where the same visual signal might appear 
quite different to two different viewers.   
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Figures and Tables 
Table 6: Goals of study 
Goal Method 
Characterize largemouth bass visual 
system 
Perform microspectrophotometry to 
determine spectral sensitivities of cones and 
rods Determine the number of 
photoreceptors 
Determine spectral sensitivities of 
photoreceptors 
Determine if photoreceptor sensitivities 
vary between two subspecies 
Measured spectral sensitivies of multiple 
individuals from one Illinois (Micropterus 
salmoides salmoides) and one Florida 
(Micropterus salmoides floridanus) 
population 
Create visual detection model Used spectral sensitivities of photoreceptors 
to calculate the brightness and opponency of 
various colors within the bass visual system 
Compare visual detection model 
predictions to behavioral assays 
Train bass to prefer specific colors, then test 











Figure 8: Opponency compared to relative brightness in M. salmoides visual detection model for 
training (chromatic) and test (achromatic) stimuli. Circles indicate pairings of relatively equal 
brightness. Model predictions assume that one chromatic stimulus and one achromatic stimulus 
of equal brightness will be indistinguishable in a behavioral assessment if that animal is 






Figure 9: Examples of fitted relative absorbance curves for (A) a rod, (B) a green single cone, 






Figure 10: Number of bass selecting their training stimulus versus simultaneously presented 
stimuli by day. Graphs depict data for bass trained to: (A) Red, (B) Green, (C) Yellow, (D) Blue, 
(E) Black, and (F) White. Points represent averages of both tanks receiving each training 




Figure 11: Proportion of bass selecting each simultaneously presented stimuli during training 
periods (mean+/- SE). A = red stimulus, B = green stimulus, C = blue stimulus, D = black 
stimulus, E = yellow stimulus, and F = White stimulus. Bar labels indicate bass trained to each 
of the following: R = Red, Bla = Black, Blu = Blue, G = Green, Y = Yellow, W = White. * 
indicates significant selection of stimulus against all other alternative stimuli (Tukey post hoc 
<0.05). + indicates significant selection of stimulus by bass trained to a recognize a different 







Figure 12: Proportion of bass selecting each simultaneously presented target when no olfactory 
cue was present (mean+/- SE). A = red stimulus, B = green stimulus, C = blue stimulus, D = 
black stimulus, E = yellow stimulus, and F = White stimulus. Bar labels indicate bass trained to 
each of the following: R = Red, Bla = Black, Blu = Blue, G = Green, Y = Yellow, W = White. * 






Figure 13: Proportion of time spent near simultaneously presented stimuli during test trials 
(mean+/- SE). Bar represent target colors presented to bass where: TC = training color, W = 
white, G1-5 = gray targets, and B = Black. Each grid represents bass trained to: A = Green and B 
= Red. * indicates significant proportion of time spent near training target compared to 
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